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Back in the hands of the State, Thalli is caught in a horrible game of powerâ€”with consequences

reaching further than she ever imagined. After several months aboveground, Thalli had almost

forgotten what living in the State was like. Programmed to be without emotions or curiosity, she was

always an anomaly there. Too emotional. Too curious. Citizens of the State should behave exactly

the way the Scientists designed them to behave: work in their assigned fields, maintain productivity.

Thalliâ€™s entire genetically engineered generation has been eradicated by a scientocracy that

believes human life is expendable. Now a pawn in a mad game of manipulation, held hostage, and

tortured in the name of the State, Thalli can barely summon the strength to hope that the future of

humanity could be any better. She clings to her new faith in the Designer. But when she discovers

that even the few villages aboveground are in danger of State domination, that fragile faith begins to

crumble. As Thalli, Berk, and Alex make plans to overthrow the evil Dr. Loudin, a chilling secret

explains why they have been left alive at all . . . a personal secret that will haunt Thalli forever. And

as she struggles with this new truth, she also struggles with decisions of the heart. Can the

Stateâ€™s expansion be stopped? Or will humanityâ€”above and below the surfaceâ€”be irreparably

damaged? Thalli is faced with a purpose both overwhelming and undeniable: to assume the role of

a Revolutionary. â€œMcGee's versatility as an author really shines with this latest offering . . .â€•

â€”USAToday.com (on Anomaly) â€œAnomaly grabs the reader and refuses to let go . . . One is

never completely sure what is fact and what is a horrifying virtual reality. This is sure to be a favorite

of teens everywhere.â€• â€”Heather Burch, author of the critically acclaimed Halflings Series
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4.5/5 StarsRevolutionary is the exciting and sometimes heart-wrenching conclusion to the Anomaly

trilogy! This book picked up pretty much where the last one left off. Thalli is back in The State,

having been taken (along with Alex and Kristie) by Dr. Loudin. Dr. Loudin wants to use Kristie to fix

the oxygen problem in The State, and he wants to use Thalli and Alex to help him take over all of

the pockets of survivors aboveground. Meanwhile, Thalli is still unsure about her feelings for Alex

(who proposed to her in book #2) and Berk - and things get even more complicated when Berk is

brought back to the State as well. But as Dr. Loudin's plans get more and more outrageous, Thalli

doesn't have time to worry about her love life - not when the fate of the whole world hangs in the

balance!What I loved:The Designer.In this book, Thalli really started to question her faith in the

Designer. Intellectually, she knew that he was there, but she didn't feel his presence - and he

certainly didn't seem to be helping her as far as she could tell. She started to have some serious

doubts. I loved this because it is so true to life. Who hasn't questioned their faith at times or felt like

God was far away? Of course, the Designer didn't really abandon Thalli, but she has to see that and

come to understand that for herself.Identity crisis.There were a few revelations regarding certain

people's identities that were very interesting and added a lot to the story. I don't want to give any

details away, but suffice it to say that these revelations had a big impact!High stakes.It felt like there

were tons of twists and turns in this book. Every time Thalli and the gang would come up with a

strategy to thwart Dr.

Number #3 in the Anomaly TrilogyAfter months in New Hope and Athens, Thalli had almost

forgotten what living in the State was like. Programmed to be without emotions or curiosity, she was

always an anomaly there. Too emotional. Too curious. Citizens of the State should behave exactly

the way the Scientists designed them to behave: working in their assigned fields, maintaining

productivity.Thalliâ€™s entire genetically engineered generation has been eradicated by a

scientocracy that believes human life is expendable. Now, a pawn in a mad game of manipulation,

held hostage and tortured in the name of the State, Thalli can barely summon the strength to hope

that the future of humanity could be any better.She clings to her new faith in the Designer. But when

Thalli discovers that even the surviving aboveground villages are in danger of State domination, her

fragile faith begins to crumble.As Thalli, Berk, and Alex make plans to overthrow the evil Dr. Loudin,



a chilling secret explains why they have been left alive at all . . . a personal secret that will haunt

Thalli forever. And as she struggles with this new truth, she also struggles with decisions of the

heart.Can the Stateâ€™s expansion be stopped? Or will humanityâ€”above and below the

surfaceâ€”be irreparably damaged? Thalli is faced with a purpose both overwhelming and

undeniable: to assume the role of a Revolutionary.Warning! This is the last book in the trilogy so

there will inevitably have spoilers!This is the finale, itâ€™s over. Thalli has returned to the State. For

one last battle with Loudin. In the beginning you know Thalli has gotten stronger. And I fill she just

builds on that in this book. Sheâ€™s a strong character with characters who are actually strong

beside her.
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